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Abstract 

The security of node ID assignment scheme is the foundation of solving security 

problems in structured P2P systems. However, existing researches on the node ID 

assignment mechanism present one or more following problems: (1) Schemes just only 

focused on individual attack, but did not comprehensively analyze the security 

requirements of node ID assignment mechanism. (2) Schemes needed complex certificate 

management or met key escrow problem. (3) Almost all existing schemes required a 

trusted center to act as the single signer of node IDs, but it is very hard to find an 

absolutely trusted node in structured P2P system. As a result, none of existing schemes 

can prevent the single signer from being compromised or launching active attack. This 

paper firstly designs a threshold signature scheme based on secret sharing and 

certificateless public key cryptosystem without paring (CL-PKC-without-P). Based on 

that, it proposes a node ID assignment protocol which eliminates the three problems 

listed above. Using secret sharing technology, this protocol is able to resist the active 

attacks launching by less than t signer, where t is the threshold value. The results of 

analysis and simulation show that this protocol is more secure, efficient and scalable. 

 

Keywords:  Secret sharing without relier, Certificateless signature, node ID 

assignment 

 

1. Introduction 

Structured P2P network becomes more and more popular because it shows many 

advantages, such as better scalability, robustness and self-organization characters and so 

on. It can easily achieve large-scale, low-cost resource sharing. In structured P2P systems, 

a node represents an instance of a participant in the systems, which means that a single 

physical IP host may host one or more nodes. Each participating node is assigned a 

unique identifier, called node ID, which is the base to achieve self-organization and self-

management of resources and to achieve the connectivity among nodes in structured P2P 

overlay network. However, many attacks related to node ID have been detected in 

structured P2P systems, such as nodes insertion attack [1], Sybil attack [2], Eclipse attack 

[3] and so on. To construct secure structured P2P systems, it is necessary to find a 

security and reliable node ID assignment and to check mechanism for structured P2P 

systems. On the other hand, node ID is the necessary element to implement other security 

mechanisms, such as key management, digital signature, identity authentication, in 

structured P2P systems. Therefore, the assignment of node ID has a great significance for 

constructing secure structured P2P systems. 

Existing node ID assignment schemes for structured P2P systems mainly aim to 

defense the Sybil attack. For example, based on computational puzzles, Rowaihy [4] and 

Borisov [5] presented ID assignment schemes which could efficiently defense Sybil 

attack, but they did not discuss the cryptographic technologies adopted in their work. 
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Nguyen [6] and Lesueur [7] proposed ID assignment schemes using public key 

certificate technology, but their schemes required complex certificate management. Based 

on Identity-Based Cryptography [8], Butler [9] and Ryu [10] designed ID assignment 

schemes, however, their schemes met the key escrow problem and required the trusted 

third party, which cannot be adopted for usual structured P2P systems.  

In 2012, YANG et al. [11] presented a reliable ID assignment scheme, which based on 

certificateless public key cryptosystem without pairing, for structured P2P systems. This 

scheme eliminated the key escrow problem and the bilinear pairings operation which was 

usually considered to be expensive. This scheme was able to defend most of attacks 

related to node ID. Unfortunately, the ID of new arrival node is assigned by a single 

signer in this scheme, so it cannot prevent the single signer from being compromised and 

launching active attack. In fact, it is very hard to find an absolutely honest node, which 

can act as the signer, in structured P2P system.  

This paper firstly determines the goals of secure node ID assignment scheme, and 

then designs a certificateless (t,n) threshold signature scheme based on secret 

sharing technology and certificateless cryptography without paring [12]. As far as 

we know, this is the first certificateless threshold signature scheme without pairing. 

Based on the scheme, this paper presents a secure node ID assignment protocol, 

which does not require the trusted third party, for structured P2P systems. This ID 

assignment protocol avoids the complicated certificate management , key escrow 

problem and bilinear pairing operation. What is more, it is able to prevent the active 

attacks launched by less than t signers, who have been compromised, because that 

each valid ID is signed by t (1<t<n) signers together. Analysis shows that this 

protocol is scalable, security and efficient. 

 

2. Preliminary 

In a certificateless public key cryptosystem (CL-PKC), it is assumed that each user is 

assigned a unique and public identity, called ID. Based on the user’s identity ID, in CL-

PKC, every user’s private key is composed of a secret value independently generated by 

the user itself and a user partial private key issued by a Key Generation Center (KGC). A 

user can only perform some cryptographic operations if and only if he/she knows both the 

user’s partial private key and the user’s secret value. Adversary knows only one of them 

should not be able to carry out any of the cryptographic operations as the valid user. 

In our previous work on P2P security architecture [11, 13], we presented the definition 

of reliable node ID. This work focuses on the secure assignment and validation of node 

ID in structured P2P systems. To enhance the security of ID assignment, we modify the 

goals of ID assignment scheme which was defined in literature [11], the new goals of ID 

assignment protocol are described as follows.  

 Uniqueness: A node in a P2P system can only be mapped to one ID in the ID space, 

and vice versa. 

 Non-customization: Users can not designate desired IDs for their nodes.  

 Limitation: The number of simultaneous IDs a node can acquire should be bounded 

by the system. 

 Non-forgeability: (1) The validity of each node ID can be verified by other nodes in 

P2P system. This prevents a node from designating expected ID for itself. (2) Each 

ID should be assigned by at least t nodes (signers) together. This prevents one or a 

small number of nodes (signers) from forging specific IDs for the new arrival nodes.  

 Scalability. The reliable ID assignment scheme should show good scalability. 

 Efficiency. The reliable ID assignment scheme should be efficient.   

This paper assume that the communication environment is not secure: the attacks can 

spoof any source IP address. Attackers may eavesdrop and modify any packet on the 

communication link. But it explicitly does not assume that an attack can hijack arbitrary 
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IP addresses. The number of adversarial or compromised nodes does not be restricted in 

system. An individual adversary is assumed to have limited access to computational 

resources and available IP addresses. It is also assumed that the absolutely honest nodes, 

which can independently keep the master key of system and never be compromised, do 

not exist in structured P2P system.  

Analysis showed that a new node has to get in contact with more than one old node, 

called bootstrap nodes (BN), for joining the structured P2P network, such as Chord, 

Pastry, KAD, etc. These BNs have joined in the structured P2P network. Some BNs are 

provided by the organization or ownership of the P2P systems. Some BNs are selected by 

trust management mechanism in P2P systems. Both these BNs are relatively reliable 

nodes, but it does not assure that none of them may be compromised at some times. 

Generally, the IDs of bootstrap nodes are public and well-known.  

 

3. Reliable ID Assignment Protocol 
 

3.1 Threshold Signature Scheme based on CL-PKC-without-P 

As described above, there are some relative reliable BNs in structured P2P systems. 

We firstly select n BNs from them to act as the signature service providers and negotiate 

the system parameters. These n BNs notated BNi (i=1,2,…,n), and their ID notated
iBNID . 

We design certificateless threshold signature scheme as following. 

In this signature scheme, any message should be signed by at least t BNs together. 

Each BN can only generate a sub-signature. A whole and valid signature can be 

constructed, according to threshold method, while gathering at least t sub-signature on the 

same message. In this case, only at least t BNs conspiracy can maliciously generate a 

valid signature. The details of signature scheme are described as follows. 

i. BN Initialization 

In the initial phase, these n BNs negotiate the system parameters <p,q,G,P,P0,H1,H2>, 

where p,q are two primes such that q|p-1; G is a cyclic additive group on secure elliptic 

curve. P is a generator of G, and q is the order of P; H1:{0,1}
*
× G× G |→Zq

*
, H2:{0,1}

*
 

|→Zq
*
 are two hash functions; P0 =sP is the system public parameter, where ‘s’ is the 

system private key. P0 must be negotiated by n BNs together from the following factors.  

1) BNi (i=1,2,…,n)randomly generates a secret biGF(p) and a polynomial fi(x) with 

degree t-1: pxaxaaxf t

tiiii mod)( 1

1,1,0,



  , ai,jGF(p)(j=0,1,…,t-1), s.t. 

fi(0)=ai,0=bi, and then broadcasts Bi,k=ai,kP(k=0,1,…,t-1) to all other n-1 BNs. 

2) BNi computes )(
jBNi IDf  for other n-1 BNs, and then transmits )(

jBNi IDf to BNj 

(j=1,2,…,n, j≠i) by secure channel. 

3) After BNj received )(
jBNi IDf from BNi (i=1,2,…,n), it verifies its validity by (1) : 

                        qIDBPIDf
t

k

k

BNkiBNi jj
mod)()(

1

0 ,



                                              (1) 

If (1) holds, then )(
jBNi IDf  is valid; otherwise, it is invalid. 

4) After BNi (i=1,2,…,n) received all )(
iBNj IDf  (j=1,2,…,n, j≠i)from other n-1 BNs and 

verified their validity, it computes  


n

j BNj PIDf
i1
)( and broadcasts it to other n-1 

BNs. (i=1,2,…,n). 

5) After BNi (i=1,2,…,n) received all 
1

( )
j

n

k BNk
f ID P


  (j=1,2,…,n, j≠i) from other n-1 

BNs, it computes: 

i

t

i

n

j BNj LPIDfP
i

  1 10 )( =  


n

i i

n

i ii PbPLf
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where 
1,

, ( 1,2, , )k

k i

t BN

i k k i
BN BN

ID
L i n

ID ID 
 




. Let   


t

i i

n

j BNj LIDfs
i1 1
)( , then s is the 

system master key. P0=sP is the system public key. Let  


n

j BNji i
IDfs

1
)( , then is is sub-

key of s, called sub-master-key, which should be secretly kept by BNi (i=1,2,…,n). 

 

ii. Key generation for BN 

In this phase, BNi (i=1,2,…,n) chooses its secret value and computes its public key. 

1) BNi (i=1,2,…,n) randomly chooses xi Zq
*
, ri Zq

*，and computes public key Xi=xiP, 

Ri=riLiP，then broadcasts , ,
iBN i iID R X   to BNj (j=1,2,…,n, j≠i). BNi saves BNj’s 

public keys. 

2) BNi (i=1,2,…,n) sets its public key ,
iBN i iPK X R  and private key ,

iBN iSK x  , 

where  denotes the partial private key, which means that it is not been computed 

temporarily.  

 

iii. Signature and Verification  

 

(1) Signature 

When user A asks BNs to sign message m, it firstly selects t BNs from structured P2P 

system. Without loss of generality, we assume that user A has selected BN1,BN2,…,BNt. 

Then user A builds the set 
1 2

{ , , , }
tBN BN BNI ID ID ID  and sends I to BN1,BN2,…,BNt, 

which makes them know that who are selected by user A to sign message m. After BNi 

(i=1,2,…,t) received A’s signature request on message m, it does the following steps. 

1) BNi randomly chooses iZq
*
,i0, and computes Ti=iP, and then sends 

, , ,
iBN i i iID T X R   to BNj (j=1,2,…,t,j≠ i). 

2) After BNi received all , , ,
jBN j j jID T X R  from BNj (j=1,2,…,t, j≠ i), it computes 

tBNBNBN IDIDIDID ||||||
21

 ，
1

t

jj
T T


 ，

1

t

jj
R R


 ，

1

t

jj
X X


 ，

Di=ri+si·H1(ID,R,X)， γ=H1(ID,T,X)， e=H2(ID||m)， σi =ie+γ(xi+DiLi)， then 

generates sub-signature (σi, γ,Ti) and sends it to A. (BNs can preprocess the public 

parameters R and X, which can improve the signature efficiency) . 

 

(2) Verification 

After A received all (σi, γ,Ti) from BNi (i=1,2,…,t), it computes  
1 1 1 1

1( , , )i i i i i iQ e P X e R e H ID R X e L P            , and verifies ii TQ  , if it holds, 

then accepts σi; otherwise, refuses σi and requests re-signing.  

Verification correctness proof: 
1 1 1 1

1( , , )i i i i i iQ e P X e Re H ID R X e L P             

=
1 1 1[ ( )]i i i i i ie x D L e P X e Re          1

1( , , ) i iH ID R X e L P    

=
1 1

1( ( , , )i i i i iP x e P r s H ID R X Le P       
1 1 1

1( , , )i i i iX e Re H ID R X e L P         

=
1 1 1

1( , , )i i i i iT X e Re H ID R X Le P       

1 1 1

1( , , )i i i iX e Re H ID R X e L P        = iT  

If all σi (i=1,2,…,t) are correct, then user A computes  


t

i i1
  which is the 

whole and valid signature on message m. It is generated by BN1,BN2,…,BNt together.  

Another user called B can verify the validity of σ by computing: 
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0

1

1

111 ),,(Re PeXRIDHXePeQ    ，and verifying ),,(1 XQIDH .  

If it holds, then accepts signature σ; otherwise, it refuses it. 

Verification process correctness proof:  

0

1

1

111 ),,(Re PeXRIDHXePeQ     

=
0

1

1

111

1
),,(Re PeXRIDHXePe

i

t

i
 

   

= 1 1

11
[ ( ( , , ) ]

t

i i i ii i
P x e P r s H ID R X L e P   


    

1 1 1

1 0Re ( , , )Xe H ID R X e P         

= 1 1 1

11
[ ( , , ) ]

t

i i i ii i
T X e R e H ID R X s L e P    


   

1 1 1

1 0Re ( , , )Xe H ID R X e P         

=
1 1 1

1 0Re ( , , )T Xe H ID R X e P       

1 1 1

1 0Re ( , , )Xe H ID R X e P T          

Thus,  ),,(),,( 11 XTIDHXQIDH  

 

3.2 Node ID Assignment Protocol 

To avoid single BN maliciously signs and assigns ID when it is compromised or 

launched active attack. We design the reliable ID assignment protocol based on the 

threshold signature scheme proposed in section 3.1. This protocol requires that each node 

ID is signed by at least t BNs together. If there is less than t BNs, it is impossible to issue 

a valid ID for joining node. Therefore, it largely reduces the probability of maliciously 

signing and assigning ID by single or a few BNs. 

When a new arrival node notated NNew hopes to join structured P2P system, it firstly 

contacts t BNs which are notated with BN1,BN2,…,BNt, and sends ID assignment request 

to them. After some necessary checking, a vaild ID will be signed and assigned to NNew by 

BN1,BN2,…,BNt together. Because we assume that attackers can spoof any source IP 

address. To test the reachability of each joining node’s IP address, each joining node is 

weakly authenticated via callback: all responses to requests are transmitted through a BN-

initiated TCP connection. To implement the limited goal of ID assignment, BN requires 

each joining node to solve a computational puzzle to control the time-cost of ID acquiring 

for joining nodes. The details of ID assignment protocol are shown in Fig.1.  

 

i. System Setup 

In the system setup phase, the BNs firstly establish secure channel via a Diffie-

Hellman key exchange for transmitting the secure parameters. Secondly, the BNs 

negotiate a master key s, the system parameters params={p,q,G,P,P0,H1,H2}, and their 

sub-master-key si. Thirdly, the BNs generate their public and private key. The specific 

operational details, please refer to section 3.1. 
 

BN1

BNn

BN3

BN2

BN4

1IPNew

2

4

Puzzle

IDNew,TokenBN

3Solution

5

IDNew,TokenBN

NodeOldNodeNew  

Figure 1. Node ID Assignment Protocol 
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ii.  Node Join 

NNew contacts the BNi (i=1,2,…,t) and sends 
1 2

, , , ,
tNew BN BN BNIP ID ID ID  to BNi. 

After a weakly authenticating on the identity of NNew, BNs negotiate a hash computational 

puzzle and transmits it to NNew. The NNew solves the puzzle and sends the solution to BNi. 

After verifying the correctness of solution, BNs negotiate a common time stamp TSNew, 

and generate an identity IDNew according to IPNew, then sign the IDNew using their private 

key and sub-master-key. A more formal expression of the protocol is as follows: 

 

After NNew received all i and verified t validity, it computes  


t

i i1
 which is the 

signature on IDNew by t BNs. Thus far, NNew acquires the token for joining the structured 

P2P system. In ID assignment protocol, the computational puzzle Q is negotiated by 

BN1,BN2,…,BNt together, which can improve the security of protocol. TSNew can defense 

the replay attack. In this protocol, we can improve system scalability by increasing the 

number of BNs. 

 

iii. Add BNs 

With the expansion of the system scale, this protocol can increase the number of BNs 

to assure its efficiency. Assuming that BNNew has already acquired a valid ID 

denoted
NewBNID . BNNew then generates its sub-master-key and computes its public/private 

key, which is described as follows.  

1) BNNew sends <
NewBNID , sub-master request>  to BNi (i=1,2,…,n). 

2) BNi (i=1,2,…,n) computes )(
NewBNi IDf , transmits it to BNNew through secure channel, 

then sends )1,,1,0(,,  tkPaB kiki   and  


n

j BNj PIDf
i1
)( to BNNew through public 

channel. 

3) After BNNew received )(
NewBNi IDf from BNi (i=1,2,…,n), it verifies its validity by (3) : 

1

,0
( ) ( ) mod

New New

t k

i BN i k BNk
f ID P B ID q




    (3) 

If (3) holds, then )(
NewBNi IDf  is valid; otherwise, it is invalid. 

4) After BNNew successfully checks the validity of )(
NewBNi IDf (i=1,2,…,n), it computes 

and judges whether  


 


1

1 10 )(
t

i i

n

j BNj LPIDfP
i

+
New

n

j BNj LPIDf
New

 1
)(  is 

established. If it is established, then BNNew secretly keeps 

the ),,2,1)(( niIDf
NewBNi  and sets  


n

j BNjNew New
IDfs

1
)(  as its sub-master-key 

which should be secret. 

5) BNNew executes the key generation procedure showed as section 3.1 to generate its 

public key ,
NewBN New NewPK X R   and private key ,

NewBN NewSK x  . 

After finished the above four steps, BNNew has been added to the structured P2P 

system without changing the system master key. It can improve the efficiency of 

reliable ID assignment and make the system become more scalable by adding more 

signers to protocol. 
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4. Security, Goals and Performance 
 

4.1 Security Analysis 

In our protocol, the reliable ID is unforgeable if and only if the signature schemes are 

secure. So the security of reliable assignment protocol depends on the security of 

certificateless signature scheme proposed in section 3.1. Due to the space constraint, we 

do not give the proof process of the unforgeablity of our signature scheme here, but just 

do some brief analysis.  

Two adversary attack models are consided in the CL-PKC. The first adversary attack 

model is the public key replacement attack, notated AI. In attack model AI, the adversary 

is able to replace any user’s public key, but it can not access the system master s. The 

second adversary attack model is master key attack, notated AII. In which, the adversary is 

able to access the system master s, but it can not replace the public key of target user or 

inquire the secret value of target user.  

In our signature scheme, BNi’s public key is ,
iBN i iPK X R   and its private key 

is ,
iBN i iSK x D   (i=1, 2,…,n), where Di=ri+si·H1(ID,R,X) and 

1 2
|| || ||

tBN BN BNID ID ID ID . 

 

1) Public Key Replace Attack 

Obviously, user’s public key is bound by both user ID and the secret value seclected by 

user itself in CL-PKC. User’s private key is ralated to the secret value xi and the partial 

private key Di. And the partial private key Di is related to the sub-master-key si. The sub-

master-key si contained in the partial private key Di is the foundation to resist to public 

key replacement attack in CL-PKC. BNi  (i=1,2,…,t) generates the sub-signature σi on IDA 

using its private key     
iBNSK  and sends message , , ,

i iBN BN A iID PK ID     to node A. After 

node A received t sub-signature σi, it verifies σi   using public key 
iBNPK . If each σi is valid,  

then node A computes the whole signatue σ on IDA. If adversary B attempts personate BNi 

to generate the sub-signature 
i  , it can choose a secret value 

ix and a ramdom 
ir , then it 

computes ,i i i iX x P R r P       , and replaces BNi’s public key
iBNPK  with ,

iBN i iPK X R    . 

Finally, adversary B sends , , ,
i iBN BN A iID PK ID     to node A. Assuming that the signature 

algorithm used is unforgeable. If Adversay B attemps to forge a sub-signature 
i   which 

can be verified by the new pbulic 
iBNPK  , it must know the private key 

iBNSK   which 

corresponds  to 
iBNPK  . Howerver, the partial private key Di=ri+si·H1(ID,R,X) contained in 

private key 
iBNSK  . Adversary B can compute Di if and only if it knows the sub-master-key 

si. As described above, adversary B can not access sub-master-key si in AI. Thus, it can 

not forge a valid sub-signature. 

 

2) Master Key Attack 

Situation is similar when adversary B attempts personate BNi to generate the sub-

signature 
i   in AII. Because adversary B knows the sub-master-key si, it can choose a 

ramdom 
ir , then it computes

i iR r P   , 
1( , , )i i iD r s H ID R X      and sends , , ,

i iBN BN A iID PK ID     

to node A. It is assumed that the signature algorithm used is unforgeable. If Adversary B 

attempts to forge a sub-signature 
i   which can be verified by the new pbulic 

iBNPK  , it 

must know the private key 
iBNSK   corresponding to 

iBNPK  . However, BNi’s secret value xi 

contained in the private key
iBNSK  . As described above, adversary B cannot replace or 

inquire the secret value xi in AII. Thus, it cannot forge a valid sub-signature. 
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3) Anti- KGC Active Attack 

As AlRiyami [12] said, there was only one single node acting as the KGC in CL-PKC. 

It kept the system master key s. Thus the KGC is able to perfonate any user and carry out 

any cryptography operation, if it launches active attack. In this case, the security of 

signature scheme depends on the reliability and honesty of KGC. 

Based on the secret sharing technology, the selected n BNs adopt the Lagrange 

interpolating polynomials fi(x) with degree t-1 to negotiate and compute the sub-master-

key si in our signature scheme, which implicitly determinates the system master key s. 

Each BN can be considered as a sub-KGC, so there are n sub-KGCs in our scheme. None 

single BN is able to sign a whole signature, which greatly reduces the security 

dependence on single signer. For a polynomial of degree t-1, it is impossible to 

reconstruct the polynomial while someone knows less than t (ID,f(ID)) pairs. Thus, they 

cannot forge a whole and valid signature while the number of collusive or compromised 

BN is less than t. Given that the possibility for each BN being compromised is equally 

assumed as p, then the probability of no less than t BNs compromised probability is (4) 

                                  


n

ti

inii

nCollusion ppCp )1(  (0 1)p                                            (4) 

 

4.2 The Goals Achievement of ID Assignment 

This protocol achieves the goals of reliable ID assignment defined in section II. It 

can be easily found that this protocol satisfies the uniqueness and non-customization 

goals because of the properties of SHA-1. The limited goal has achieved because of 

the callback behavior and computational puzzle. The nonforgeability goal is 

achieved because that each ID has been signed by more than t BNs, which cannot be 

forged if the attacker does not know the private key of BN i and the corresponding 

sub-master-key. The scalability goal can be achieved by adding the number of BN 

into structured P2P systems. This protocol can noticeably reduce cost and system 

complexity because that it requires neither certificates management nor bilinear 

pairings operation. So it is efficiency. 

 

4.3 Performance 
 

1) Signature scheme performance comparison  

The performance of our ID assignment protocol depends on the efficiency of signature 

scheme. So we analyze the efficiency of our signature scheme and give a comparison 

between our scheme and existing certificateless threshold signature schemes in table 1. In 

Table 1, P denotes bilinear parings operation, E denotes exponentiation operation, S 

denotes scalar multiplication on elliptic curve, and H denotes Hash operation. nu and nm 

denote the length of user identities and messages, respectively. 

Table 1. Comparison of Performance 

Schemes Signature Verification 

Scheme in[16] 4tP+2E+(t-1)S 6P+2E 

Scheme in[17] 6(t-1)P+(nm+3)S 3P+(nu+nm)S 

Scheme in[18] t(4S+2H+2P) 2S+3H+2P 

Scheme in[19] (3t+2)E+3P 3P 

Our Scheme t(1S+2H) 4S+1H 

 

Chen [14] showed that the costs of one bilinear pairing operation, exponential 

operation and hash operation were at least 21 times, 3 times and 1 times of the costs of 

one scalar multiplication operation on elliptic curve, respectively. 

 

http://dict.cnki.net/dict_result.aspx?searchword=%e5%8f%8c%e7%ba%bf%e6%80%a7%e5%af%b9&tjType=sentence&style=&t=bilinear+pairings
http://dict.cnki.net/dict_result.aspx?searchword=%e5%8f%8c%e7%ba%bf%e6%80%a7%e5%af%b9&tjType=sentence&style=&t=bilinear+pairings
app:ds:scalar
app:ds:multiplication
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2) Performance of ID assignment protocol 

In our ID assignment protocol, to generate a valid signature, each BNi need 1 time 

scalar multiplication on elliptic curve and 2 times hash operations when it computes 

Ti=iP and Di, γ, respectively. To verify the validity of signature, each new arrival node 

need 4(t+1) times scalar multiplication on elliptic curve and (t+1) times hash operation 

when it checks the correctness of σi and σ.  

In ID assignment protocol, one of the goals for reliable ID assignment is to limit the 

time-costs that a new node acquires its valid ID. This time should not be too short in order 

to prevent the Sybil’s attack. So we just need consider the cost for signature on the BNs. 

Using the probability formula, we can get the average signature times of BNi (i=1,2,…,n), 

when m new arrival nodes join systems, as (5). 

                                                                 
-1

-1 =
t

n

t

n

C tm
m

C n
                                                                   (5) 

We evaluated the costs of ID assignment protocol using elliptic curve-256 on a PC 

whose CPU frequency is 2.60 GHz and RAM is 2GB. The system parameters are shown 

in Figure 2.  

 

Figure 2. Simulation System Parameters 

Given that the possibility of each BN selected to provide ID assignment service is the 

same. Then Figure 3 shows the cost of BNi to sign valid IDs for m new joining nodes 

when the value of t is different.  
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Figure 3(a). BNi’s Cost, t=30 Figure 3 (b). BNi’s Cost, t=40 
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Figure 3 (c). BNi’s Cost, t=50 Figure 3 (d). BNi’s Cost, t=60 

In the worst case, a few BNi may always be selected. In this case, they need sign m 

valid IDs when m new nodes join system. The cost of BNi, corresponding to the worst 

case, showed in Figure 4. 
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Figure 4. BN’s Costs for Signing ID in Protocol in Worst Case 

 

5. Conclusions 

Based on secret sharing and certificateless signature technology, this paper designs a 

threshold signature scheme. As far as we know, it is the first certificateless threshold 

signature scheme without pairing, and it shows well efficiency and security. After that, 

this paper designs a reliable ID assignment protocol, which can defense attacks related to 

node ID and prevent single BN from being compromised or launched active attack. 

Analysis shows that this protocol is secure, efficient and scalable, which is able to provide 

reliable ID assignment service to structure P2P systems. 
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